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For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading
source of technology news and information for IT influencers
worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused
conference series and custom research form the hub of the
world's largest global IT media network.
Distilling more than 50 years of combined experience from
two distinguished New Jersey insurance law practitioners, this
publication explains how to analyze, resolve or litigate the
issues that can arise at every stage of an insurance coverage
dispute in New Jersey. Practical and task oriented, it covers
both decisive general considerations in insurance litigation
and key issues that arise in specific lines of insurance. Most
of the topics are categorized by relevant policy language and
exclusions in various kinds of policies for the purpose of
making even the most esoteric of issues easily accessible.
New Jersey Insurance Litigation combines how-to practice
guidance, 49 task-oriented checklists, 120 strategic points,
warnings, and cross-references to statutory, case, timing tips
to prevent practice missteps. Includes cross-references to
specific state and federal legislation, caselaw, and sources
detailing the features of, and requirements for, insurance
coverage in New Jersey. Comprehensive, authoritative
coverage for the practitioner is provided for the following key
topics: • Introduction to Insurance • Common Approaches to
Coverage and Coverage Litigation Personal Lines •
Commercial Lines: Commercial General Liability Policies •
Commercial Lines: Worker's Compensation, First Party,
Employee Fidelity, Environmental and Additional Insured
Coverage • Professional Lines • Life, Health and Disability
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Insurance • Denials and Limitations of Insurance Coverage •
Extracontractual Liability • Excess, Umbrella and Surplus
Lines Insurance • Rehabilitation, Liquidation and Guarantee
Funds
Considers (73) S. 2915.

In addition to assessing the risks facing the mutual fund
industry, the 2015 Edition of Mutual Fund Litigation and
Insurance Practice Guide informs industry participants
about key insurance products and approaches that help
mitigate those risks. This publication alerts mutual fund
industry participants to the risks facing the industry as a
result of increased regulatory enforcement and civil
litigation and informs them about key insurance products
and approaches that help mitigate those risks. The
Mutual Fund Litigation and Insurance Practice Guide
examines the legal risks faced by the mutual fund
industry, the legal bases for potential liability of mutual
fund industry participants, the key precedents from
important regulatory enforcement actions and civil
litigation against the industry, and the critical insurance
products and approaches that are available to mitigate
these risks. The key topics covered include the following:
• Background of current enforcement and litigation
environment. • SEC enforcement actions against the
mutual fund industry. • Potential areas of future SEC
enforcement focus. • State enforcement actions against
the mutual fund industry. • Mutual fund private litigation
claims, defenses and risks under the Securities Act of
1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the
Investment Company Act of 1940, and the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940. • Joint and several liability under
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federal securities laws. • Contribution and
indemnification under federal securities laws. •
Apportionment of exposure in mutual fund litigation. •
Constructing insurance towers for mutual funds. • Key
terms in directors' and officers' liability insurance policies
and professional liability insurance policies. • Policy
exclusions in directors' and officers' liability and
professional insurance policies. • Policy conditions in
directors' and officers' and professional liability policies. •
Fidelity and blanket bond requirements for investment
companies. • Types of fidelity coverage. • Key terms in
fidelity and blanket bonds. • Termination and
cancellation of insurance coverage. 3. Written by
acknowledged experts in the mutual funds and insurance
fields , this is the is the only comprehensive source that
provides critical guidance for evaluating the risks facing
mutual fund industry participants and negotiating for, and
obtaining, insurance protection against those risks.
The Commercial Blanket Bond AnnotatedAmer Bar Assn
It is an important resource for fidelity professionals,
practitioners and anyone concerned with the nature and
scope of insurance covering fraud in the workplace.
The ABA Journal serves the legal profession. Qualified
recipients are lawyers and judges, law students, law librarians
and associate members of the American Bar Association.
Considers (76) S. 3500, (76) H.R. 9722.
Fact: Barings was an excellent company, with professional
managers. Their careers were devastated by fraud. How
many other managers are now in the same position without
knowing it? Fact: The average company loses between 2 per
cent and 5 per cent of its turnover as a result of dishonesty.
When Mike Comer’s book first appeared it quickly
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established itself worldwide as the standard work in its field.
This third edition is a radical revision reflecting the world of
EDI, electronic commerce, derivatives, computerization,
empowerment, downsizing and other recent developments.
Ironically, many of these have exposed companies to an
alarming range of new risks. With the help of real-life case
histories the author identifies the main types of fraud, the
circumstances in which they occur and the telltale signs that
give them away. He examines internal control systems and
the attitudes and practices that allow fraud to flourish. He
explains in detail how fraud can be prevented and detected,
and shows why it is that many fashionable management
techniques can also potentially pave the way to corporate
disaster.

The research contained in this book covers some
key issues at stake in the capital requirements for
insurance and securities firms. Contributors analyse
the use of subordinated debt, internal models, and
rating agencies in addition to examining the effect on
capital of reinsurance and similar instruments.
This text analyzes and annotates separately every
section of the standard dishonesty policies now in
use. It also includes a brief history of bonding
policies and sample policies.
The Congressional Record is the official record of
the proceedings and debates of the United States
Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in
session. The Congressional Record began
publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to
1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings
in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824),
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the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837),
and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
This practical guide offers a useful introduction to
reinsurance, taking you step by step through the associated
issues you really need to know about. An introduction is
provided, setting the scene for further chapters on key topics
such as the formation of agreements, terms, rights and
obligations. The book covers the following areas: Nature of
Reinsurance, Formation of Reinsurance, Agreements, Utmost
Good Faith, Terms of Reinsurance Agreements, Rights and
Obligations of the Parties, Follow the Settlements and Follow
the Fortunes, Claims, Intermediaries, Jurisdiction and
Applicable Law, Arbitration.
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